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Size S(M-L) 30/32”(33/34”
 
5(6- 7) skeins of Givre Phildar (102 yards/
chartreuse ) 
needles US 8 (5 mm)  
2 buttons. 
A little waiting yarn.
 
Gauge : 10 x 10 cm (4” x 4”)= 18 m x 32 rgs
 

• Garter stitch 
 

• Picots : every 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Short rows : 
 Every 2 rows living the 15
using Wrap and Turn method.
 

• Wrap and Turn 
Work to turn point, slip next stitch purlwise 
yarn to front.  Slip again the slipped stitch back to left needle. 
Turn working and knit the the end.
To close the W&T : pick up the wrap
before wrapped stitch. Insert right needle from fro nt, under the 
wrap from bottom up, and then into wrapped stitch a s usual. Knit 
them together, making sure new stitch comes out und er wrap.

 
• Bottonholes :  

Row 1 : k2tog, yo 
Row 2 : k. 
 

 
 
Make a loop by inserting the 
right needle into the first 
stitch as knit, remove this 
loop on the left needle (you 
have made one new stitch), 
now, knit it and knit the next 
stitch, then, pass the first 
stitch over the second as 
casting off .  
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MOUSSAILLON 
Little cropped cardigan 

30/32”(33/34” - 

7) skeins of Givre Phildar (102 yards/ 50 gr) (here

 

A little waiting yarn.  

: 10 x 10 cm (4” x 4”)= 18 m x 32 rgs  

 : knit every row 

: every 4th  rows at the beginning of each row

Every 2 rows living the 15  last stitches on the left needle
using Wrap and Turn method.  

 :  
Work to turn point, slip next stitch purlwise to right needle.Bring 

Slip again the slipped stitch back to left needle. 
Turn working and knit the the end.   

To close the W&T : pick up the wrap  On right side, work to just 
before wrapped stitch. Insert right needle from fro nt, under the 
wrap from bottom up, and then into wrapped stitch a s usual. Knit 
them together, making sure new stitch comes out und er wrap.

 

Make a loop by inserting the 
right needle into the first 
stitch as knit, remove this 
loop on the left needle (you 
have made one new stitch), 
now, knit it and knit the next 
stitch, then, pass the first 
stitch over the second as 

1 

(here  in 

the beginning of each row . 

on the left needle  by 

to right needle.Bring 
Slip again the slipped stitch back to left needle. 

On right side, work to just 
before wrapped stitch. Insert right needle from fro nt, under the 
wrap from bottom up, and then into wrapped stitch a s usual. Knit 
them together, making sure new stitch comes out und er wrap.  
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• Casting off ( loosely, fl you prefer, use a bigger needle ): 
K1, slip this st on the left neddle, then k2tog the  sl st with 
the next st, *sl this new st on the left needle, th en k2tog the 
sl st with the next st*, repeat * to * till the end  . 
 
 
This cardigan is working flat in one piece:  
 
 
Left front : 
CO 70 sts (if you want it longer, just add few sts) , it will make 
27,5 ” for the height, K 2 rws. 
On next row, begin to work with picots and short-ro ws. 
Work for 8,3” (8,6” / 9”) (in  highest side of the work).  You can 
do it wider, just try on you, CO row is the middle front, just 
add 0,6” for the button edge’s wide. 
 
 
First little sleeve : 
Slip the first 40 sts on waiting yarn(or leave them  on your 
neddle without knitting them) (mesure the highest s ide of the 
work, the short-rows side is the neckband) and K al ways with 
picots and short-rows on the 30 next sts for 8,3” ( 8,6” / 9”) (in 
the highest side of the work, it’s the wide of the sleeve). 
You can do it wider, just try on you. 
Leave the sleeve sts (30 sts)on waiting yarn (or le ave them on 
your neddle without knitting them), pick up the 40 waiting sts 
from the body and K them without picot on the under arm side for 
1,2” (1,2” / 1,6”)  You can do it wider, just try on you , then 
work in the continuation sleeve sts.  
 
Back : 
K always with picots and short-rows for 14,6” (15,4 ” / 16,2”) (in 
the highest side of the work).  You can do it wider, just try on 
you. 
 
 
Second little sleeve : : 
As the first. 
 
Right front : 
K always with picots and short-rows and stop when y ou have 4 less 
rows than the left front (2 garter’s ribs) 
 
Buttonholes : the first after 55 sts, K9 and make t he second. 
K straight for 3 rws and cast off as indicate at th e beginning. 
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Weave in ends, sew the two buttons and wear 
 
You can use the felted join

 
If you have some questions, send me an email
 
helenepiano64@gmail.com
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Weave in ends, sew the two buttons and wear abundantly.

felted join  method to have a nice work

If you have some questions, send me an email  ! 

helenepiano64@gmail.com  
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bundantly.  

method to have a nice work  


